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ABSTRACT 
Seit Weierstrass und Kronecker sind kanonische Formen fiir Paare reeller sym- 
metrischer Mat&en bekannt. In dieser Arbeit wird ein neuer Beweis gegeben, dass 
ein nichtsingulares Paar S und T iiber R simultan kongruent zum Paar diag(&) und 
diag(+J,) ist, wobei hi = + 1, Ei Matrizen der Form 
<O 1‘ 
,l 0, 
mit dim Ei = dim.& und J, die Jordanblocke der reellen Jordanschen Normalform von 
S -‘T sind. Damit erhalt man such eine kanonische Paarform fiir alle reel1 sym- 
metrischen Matrizenpaare, die ein regullres Biischel erzeugen. 
INTRODUCTION 
A single real symmetric matrix is completely classified by Sylvester’s law 
of inertia. Canonical forms for a pair of real symmetric (abbreviated rs.) 
matrices were first developed by Weierstrass [20] and Kronecker [S]. Sub- 
sequently, Stickelberger [lo], Muth [7], Turnbull [13], Trott [12], Ingraham 
and Wegner [4] (for pairs of Hermitian matrices only), Dickson [l, Chapter 
61 and Gantmacher [3, Vol. 2, Chapter 121 (for complex symmetric matrices, 
though) have worked on this question. Turnbull [I31 and Ostrowski [8] each 
give a historical survey of this area. A summary of these and related results 
can also be found in Pickert [9, Sec. 71. 
*Dedicated to Olga Tam&y-Todd 
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Since Weierstrass [20] was concerned with simultaneous congruences by 
arbitrary matrices, he only used an “elementary divisor test” to answer the 
question whether two nonsingular pairs (see Definition 1 below) of quadratic 
forms were equivalent under a complex congruence. Muth [7] apparently 
was the first to notice that two nonsingular r.s. matrix pairs could be 
equivalent over C while not being so for real congruences. Hence for the real 
case he added a “signatute test” to the existing theory and thus got a full set 
of invariants of a nonsingular r.s. matrix pair under real congruences. It is his 
pair form that is called the canonical pair form nowadays. In this paper we 
give a new derivation of the canonical pair form for a pair of r.s. matrices 
that generate a nonsingular pencil. 
DEFINITION 1. Let S and T be two r.s. matrices with S nonsingular. 
Then S and T are called a nonsingular pair of r.s. matrices. 
DEFINITION 2. Let S and T be two r.s. matrices. Then P (S, T) = {US + 
hT 1 a, h E R} is called the pencil of S and T. A pencil is called a nonsingular 
pencil if it contains a nonsingular matrix. 
Instead of the idea of “elementary divisors” we use the real Jordan 
normal form of a real matrix, and use results on commuting matrices and 
elementary matrix algebra throughout. 
We will proceed in two steps: first we deduce the canonical pair form for 
a nonsingular pair, then we make use of this form to get a canonical form for 
a pair of r.s. matrices that generate a nonsingular pencil. The singular 
case-i.e., a pencil all of whose members are singular-will not be dealt with 
at all. Refer to Turnbull [13] or Gantmacher [3, ibid.] for this. 
CANONICAL FORM FOR A NONSINGULAR PAIR 
The canonical pair form of a nonsingular pair of r.s. matrices S and T is 
closely related to the real Jordan normal form of S - 'T, as we will see in 
Theorem I. Thus we need to introduce the machinery of Jordan blocks, 
Jordan chains and Jordan normal forms. 
DEFINITION 3. A square matrix of the form 
I h e 0 
M= I 




x I kxk 
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is called a Jordan block of type A if for k > 2 we have X E R and e = 1, while 
for k=l we have M=(h) with h E R. Such a matrix M is called a ~ordun 
block of type B if for k > 4 we have X = 
(u, -9 
a,bER, b#O and 
while for k=2 we have M=( E -,“) with a,bER, b#O. 
NOTATION. Here and in the following we denote a matrix A with n rows 
and k columns by A,,,. Furthermore, a Jordan block of dimension m for an 
eigenvalue h is denoted by J (h, m) if h E R, and by J (a, b, m) if A = a + bi $Z R. 
DEFINITION 4. A matrix A is a block matrix and Aii are its blocks, if for 
some 1, k > 1 we write 
A,, ... Alk 
A= : * , 
A,, *.* k,, 
where the blocks Aii have the same number of rows for fixed i and 
i=l , . , , , k, and the same number of columns for fixed j and i = 1,. . . ,Z. We 
say that a matrix A is a block diagonal matrix if it is a block matrix and 
Aij = 0 for i # i. We write a block diagonal matrix A with k diagonal blocks as 
A = diag(A,, . . . ,A&. 
Now we are ready to quote the real Jordan normal form theorem. 
THEOREM 0. Every real square matrix A is similar over the reals to a 
matrix J = diag(A,, . . . , A,), in which each square block Ai corresponds to an 
eigenvulue hi of A. If this eigenvulue hi is real, the associated Ai is a Jordan 
block of type A; if + = a f bi $Z R, then Aj is a Jordun block of type B. l%is J 
is culled the real Jordan normal form of A. It is uniquely determined by A, 
except for the order of its Jordan blocks. 
For a proof of this well-known result 
Theorem 36.21. 
see e.g., Kowalski [5, p. 248, 
DEFINITION 5. Let Jr,. . . ,J[ be all the Jordan blocks (of either type) 
associated with the same eigenvalue X of a real matrix A. Then 
C= C(h)=diag(J,,...,JI) with dim_& > dim_& + I for all i 
is called the full chain of Jordan blocks or full Jo&m chain of Length 1 
associated with X. 
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If A i, . . . , A, are all the distinct eigenvalues of a real matrix A, where from 
each pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, only one is listed, then its real 
Jordan normal form is J= diag( C (hi), . . . , C (A,)). 
Next we define special types of matrices that are essential for 
canonical pair form of two r.s. matrices. 
DEFINITION 6. For k > r a real matrix of the form 





a, * . * a, 
,k ;xr 
or 
0 . . . . . . . 0 a, 
. . 
0 . . . 0 a, . * . a, 
the 
rxk 
is called a lower striped matrix of type A if ai E R, and a lower striped matrix 
of type B, if each q is a 2 x 2 matrix of the form 
(: -u,) 
for n,bER. 
Analogously one defines upper striped matrices. For example, the matrix 
[i ; i !\ 
is upper striped of type A. Next we have 
DEFINITION 7. For k > r a real matrix of the form 





0 - . * 0 
or 
kxr 
.o . * . 0 t, . . . t, 
. . 
0 . . . . . . . 0 t, 
, 
, rxk 
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is called triangularly striped of type A if t, E R, and triangularly striped of 
type B, if each ti is a 2 X 2 matrix of the form 
(: -8) 
for a,bER. 
NOTATION. Throughout this paper the symbols E or Ei will always 
denote lower striped square matrices of type A with a, = 1, aj = 0 for i > 1. 
Here are some links between lower striped, upper striped and triangular 
striped matrices: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A = A, x r be a triangularly striped matrix (of either 
type) and let E have dimension k. Then the matrix E*A is a lower striped 
matrix of the proper type. 
The proof follows by inspection. 
PROPOSITION 2. If the inverse of a lower striped matrix exists, then it is 
an upper striped matrix of the form 
I 
b,, . . . b, 
. . 
L bl 0 
where either all ai and b, are real or all a, and bi have the form 
(f: -9, 









a, . . . a, 
a,b, 0 
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where the q and bj are all of the same type and a, is invertible. Letting 





for 2 < k < n proves this proposition. n 
PROPOSITION 3. Let B be an upper striped matrix and A a lower striped 
matrix, both of the same type, such that BA is defined. Then BA is 
triangularly striped of the same type. 
This proposition and the following are proved by inspection. 
PROPOSITION 4. If A and B are triangularly striped matrices of the same 
type and AB is defined, then AB is again triangularly striped of the same 
type. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A,,, and B,,,, be block matrices, partitioned 
conformally, where each block is a triangularly striped matrix of one fixed 
type. Then AB is partitioned conformally as A or B, und each of its blocks is 
triangularly striped of the same type. 
Proof. Let A = (Ail), i, j = 1,. . . , k, for k > 1, where each A,, is a triangu- 
larly striped matrix of the same type. Now B = (Bii) has the same block 
structure as A. Hence AB=(C,,.), where Cii=CIAilBtj for i,i= 1,. . ., k. By 
Proposition 4 each of the terms Ail$ is triangularly striped of the proper 
type. And hence AB is partitioned conformally into k2 triangularly striped 
matrices. n 
Now we have developed all the tools needed to state and prove the 
theorem about the canonical pair form for a nonsingular pair of r.s. matrices. 
THEOREM 1. Let S and T be a nonsingular pair of r-s. matrices. Let 
S - ‘T have real Jordan normal form diag(J,, . . . ,.l,, _I,+ 1,. . . ,_I,,,), where J1,. . . ,.J, 
are Iordan blocks of type A corresponding to real eigenvalues of S -‘T and 
I J r+l,“‘, m are Jordan blocks of type B for pairs of complex conjugate roots 
of S - 'T. Then S and T are simultaneously congruent by a real congruence 
transformation to 
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and 
diag(e,E,J,, . . .,~rE,J,,E,+J,+l,. . .,E,,,J,,,), 
re.s-pectioely, where 4 = + 1 and Ei denotes the lower striped square matrix 
of the same size as fi for i = 1,. . . ,m. The signs ei are unique (up 
permutations) for each set of indices i that are associated with a set 
identical Jordan blocks .& of type A. 
to 
of 
Proof. Let A = S -‘T. Then by Theorem 0 the matrix A is similar to its 
real Jordan normal form J = diag(J,, . . . ,Jr,J,+ 1,. . . ,I,) via a real similarity X: 
J=X-‘AX=X-‘S-‘TX=X-‘S-‘(X’)-‘X’TX=S;’Sz, 
where we set S, = X’SX, S, = X’TX and X’ denotes the transpose of the 
matrix X. 
Since S, and S, are simultaneously congruent to S and T, respectively, it 
suffices to work on the pair of symmetric matrices S, and S, such that 
S,-‘S, =J. If we know all r.s. nonsingular matrices S, such that S,J is 
symmetric, then S, will be among them, since S,J= S, is symmetric. 
Furthermore, if S, and S, are symmetric such that S,J= S,, then S, and S, 
are simultaneously congruent to another pair U,, U, with U,J= U, via a 
nonsingular matrix Y iff Y commutes with J. The reason for this is: If,= 
Y’S,Y= Y’S,JY= Y’S,YY-I./Y= Y’S,YJ= U,] holds iff J= Y-‘JY, since S, 
is assumed nonsingular. 
So in order to prove Theorem 1 it suffices to find the general form of r.s. 
matrices S such that SJ is symmetric and then to show that each such 
nonsingular matrix is congruent to diag(e,E,, . . . ,e,E,,E,+ I,. . . ,E,) for a 
specific choice of 4 = + 1 via a nonsingular matrix which commutes with J, 
where the ei and the dimensions of the Ei are as indicated. 
The following three lemmas will complete the proof of Theorem I. 
LEMMA 1. Let J=diag(C(h,),..., C (hk)) be the real Jordan normal form 
of a real matrix. Zf SJ is symmetric for S symmetric, then S is a block 
diagonal matrix S =diag(A,, . . . ,A& with dimA, =dimC&) for i = 1,. . . , k 
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and Ai = A(. Here each &god block Ai is pwtitioned in the sume wuy as 
C (hi) = diag(Jl, . . . , 1;) into l2 blocks, each of which is u lower striped matrix 
of type A if Xi ER, and of type B if Xi @R. Concersely, ez;ery such S will 
make SJ symmetric. 
Proof. Let J = diag(J,, . . . , J,), where each Ji is a Jordan block of either 
type. Let H = diag( E,, . . . , E,) with dimEi =dimJ, for all i. Then HJ=J’H, 
because for each Jordan block Ji we have EiJi = J,‘E, by inspection. Clearly 
H - ’ = H, and thus we have for an arbitrary r.s. matrix S that SJ is symmetric 
iff SJ=J’S, and this holds iff SJ= HJHS, hence iff HS.l=JHS, hence iff HS 
commutes with I. 
The ring of matrices commuting with J=diag(C (Xi), . . . , C (A,)) is the 
direct sum of the k rings of matrices commuting with C (hi) for i = 1,. . . , k. 
(Commuting matrices were first studied by Frobenius [2]. For a modern 
treatment of this specific result see, e.g., Suprunenko and Tyshkevich [ll, p. 
25, Proposition 6 and Lemma 41.) So, if HS commutes with J, then HS itself 
is a block diagonal matrix, and hence H2S = S is also block diagonal: 
S=diag(A,,...,Ak) with dim Ai = dim C (Xi). 
Now for real X, as is shown by Suprunenko and Tyshkevich [ll, p. 28, 
Theorem 61, all real matrices commuting with a full Jordan chain C(X) 
= diag(J1, . . . , Jl) are matrices partitioned conformally into Z2 blocks with each 
block a triangularly striped matrix of type A. So from the special nature of H 
and by Proposition 1, it follows that the diagonal blocks A, of S which 
correspond to Jordan chains C(h) for real X will be block matrices with each 
block a lower striped matrix of type A, as claimed in Lemma 1. 
It only remains to prove the analogous result for Jordan chains C(X) with 
Xg;IR. 
Again we have to find all real matrices A with A = HS such that 
AC(h) = C (h)A for hBR. 
Since C (a + bi) = al + C (bi) and I commutes with A, we may as well assume 
that h is purely imaginary: A = hi, b # 0. We set 
C=( E -0”) and Za=I=(i 0). 
With C(X) = diag(l,, . . . ,I,,) we partition A = (Ait) conformally into u2 blocks. 
It then suffices to find Ajj from the equation 
Ai+/ = Ji+> i,i= l)..., u. (I) 
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41 **. B,, 
Aij= : 
B,, ::I ... B, 
where each Bk, is a 2 x 2 block and dim.$ = 2s, dim], = 2t. We thus have to 
solve the following equivalent matrix equations for the s.t matrices Bkl: 
BllC 41+ 42c 
B,-l*lC . 
B,lC Btl+ 42c 
. . . B l,s- I + B,,C 
. * . B t,s-l+B,C 
CB,,+Bzl ... CBh + B,, 
CB,_,,l+B,, ..+ CBt-I,s+Bt-1 s 
CBtI 1.. CB*s ’ 
(I*) 
Comparing entries in the bottom left corner of (l*), one gets B,,C= CB,,. 
Since the minimum polynomial x2 + b2 of C is irreducible over R, the matrix 
B,, must be a polynomial in C. Thus B,, has the form (“y -Ty) with 
x,y~R. 
When further comparing entries in (l*) we will steadily come upon 
equations in B which have the following form: 
B,=CB-BC, (2) 
where B, is already known to be a 2x2 matrix of the form (“y -z)and 
C is as above. 
We note that if such an equation (2) holds, then B is of the form 
as well, while B, must be zero. For B, commutes with C, since it 
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is a polynomial in C. Thus if (2) holds, then 
B,C=CBC-BC2=C2B-CBC=CB1. 
Since C2 = - b21, we have - b2B = CBC. Now - b2BC -2= B, and thus 
B = - b2BC -2= CBC -l. Thus C and B commute, so that B, =O, and B has 
the form (“y -r] with X, y E R as claimed above. 
Thus when comparing entries in the first column and the last row in (l*), 
starting from the lower left corner, one gets that Bi, = 0 = Bq for i = 2,. . . , t 
and j=l,..., s - 1. And comparing entries below the diagonal in (l*) yields 
Bij = 0 for j - i < 0, while comparing entries above the diagonal in (l*) yields 
Bii = Bkl if i - i = 2 - k. Furthermore, as we just remarked, all these Bii are 
2x2 matrices of the form (“y -z). So Aii is a triangularly striped matrix 
of type B. And thus A itself is composed of blocks that are triangularly 
striped matrices of type B. Now we recall the special nature of H and 
Proposition 1 again as in the real case, and conclude that HA = H 2S = S is a 
block diagonal matrix whose blocks are lower striped matrices of type B. 
This proves Lemma 1. n 
LEMMA 2. Let J=diag(C (A,), . . ., C(X,)) =diag(J,, . . . ,I,) be the reuE 
Jordan normal form of a real matrix. If S_l is symmetric for a nonsingular T.S. 
matrix S, then there exists a nonsingular real matrix Y with Yl-IY such 
that 
Y’SY=diag(e,E,,...,emEE,) 
with dimEi =dimJ,, ei = -+ 1 and 4 = 1 if Ii is a Jordan block of type B. 
Proof. If SJ is symmetric, then by Lemma 1 the matrix S is a block 
diagonal matrix: S = diag(A,, . , . ,Ak) with dimA, = dim C (Q, and each block 
Ai is as described in Lemma 1. 
We will use double induction to show that there is a matrix Y commuting 
with J such that Y’SY=diag(riEi). We show that this matrix Y can be 
written as Y=diag(B,,. . ., Bk) with dimB, =dim C(h,), where each Bj is a 
block matrix partitioned conformally with Ai and all of its blocks are 
triangularly striped matrices of the same type as those of A,. 
First we use induction on the number I of Jordan blocks in one Jordan 
chain, and then we use induction on the number k of Jordan chains in J. If 
we have just one r X r Jordan block Ji of type A, then J = C (X) = Ji for h E R. 
With S a nonsingular lower striped matrix of type A, by Lemma 1 we want 
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to find Y as described above that solves 
r 
4 0 0 
y’sys : - . 





a16 u&+2a,t,t, . . . 
01 
. . 
* a r 








If a, > 0, choose t, = l/c , t, such that u,tf+2u,tlt,=0 and ti similarly 
such that Y’SY = E,.xl. If a, < 0, choose t, = l/ 5 , tz, . . . , t, as above 
such that Y’SY = - E,.,,. Note that Y commutes with J and is nonsingular. If 
we have J= C(X) = J1 for A B R, then we start out with Y,=diag( T, . . . , T), 




A, , * . A, 
where each Ai has the form 
bi ui 
i i 1 - bi 




T’A,T \ * 
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and 
T’A,T= 
bx2 +2my - by2 -2bxy+ax2-ay2 
-2bxy+ax2-ay2 by2-2axy- bx2 
can be solved for real x, y: If b# 0 we take y as a solution of 2 y2(a2 + b2) 
(a+vm)=b2 with signy=signb and set x=( y/b)(-a-m). 
Clearly y E R, since a + m >O. If b=O and a>0 we take y=O and L 
x=X&; if b=O and a<O, we take x=0 and y=v-a. Thus we have 
found a nonsingular matrix Y,, commuting with J such that 
s, = r;su,= 
0 F 
. F, 
. . . 
. . 
F F, . + . F, 
where F= and Fi = T’A,T are still 2 X 2 matrices of the form 







where Z2 = and T, has the form 
X 
Y 
I F T;F+ FT,+ F, 
7-2 
12 J 
-Y r , x,yER. Then 
) 
F 
. T;F+ FT,+ F, 
* 
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Now by Proposition 5, both TiF + FT, and F, are matrices of the form 
Since TLF = FT,, a matrix T, of the form (“y -z) canbe 
chosen to solve TgF+ FT, + F, = 0, namely T, = ( - i)FF,. The matrix Y, 
commutes with J, and so does Y,Y,, by Proposition 5. Continuing this 
process we finally arrive at a matrix Y = Y,_ i. . * Y, Y0 which commutes with 
J such that Y’SY = EzrX2,., Y nonsingular. Assume next that the Jordan chain 
in question contains 1 Jordan blocks: J= C(h) =diag(J,, , . . ,.lJ. Then by 
Lemma 1 every r.s. matrix S such that SJ is symmetric can be written as 
S=(S,,), i,i=l,..., E, where each Sji is a lower striped matrix of dimensions 
dim./, X dimIf. Note that the argument here and in the following holds for 
lower striped matrices of either type alike. 
If S,, is singular and one Sij of the same size as S,, is nonsingular, one 
applies a suitable permutation similarity to S such that the new S,, becomes 
nonsingular. Jordan chains have been defined such that dim], > dimJ,+ i. So 
if all diagonal blocks of S of the same size as S,, are singular, there must be a 
nonsingular block Sii of the same size as S,,, else the first row of S would be 
zero, contradicting the nonsingularity of S. 












0 _F 0 . . . 
0 
with dimF=dimS,,, and where the block - F appears in position (1, i), 
while F is in position (i, 1). We have 
B’SB = 
s,,+2sli+ sii 
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Now S,, + 2Sli + Sii is nonsingular, since all terms involved are lower striped 
matrices and S,, and Sj, were both assumed to be singular. Thus by replacing 
S by B’SB one may assume that the new S,, is nonsingular. 
Now we make use of a method employed by Trott [12, p. 362, Lemma 31. 
For i=2,...,1 let 
where the block - Sri ‘Sri appears in position (1, i). Each Yi is a triangularily 
striped block matrix, by Proposition 3, and is nonsingular. Let W = Ya* . . Yl. 
Then W commutes with J by Proposition 5, and we have 





sp, *. se 
I 
where all Siy are lower striped matrices. 
By the earlier part of this proof S,, is congruent to EWE, via a triangularly 
striped matrix for er = ? 1. So we have reduced the problem to one where 
we have to deal with Jordan chains of length I - 1 only. Here we use the 
induction hypothesis and conclude that the corresponding r.s. matrix S can 
be brought into the form diag(e,E,, . . . , l lEl) by a congruence transformation 
with a real matrix Y commuting with J. 
Finally, if J contains k Jordan chains, then every r.s. matrix S such that SJ 
is symmetric is of the form S =diag(A,, . . . ,A& with dimA, =dimC(X,), by 
Lemma 1. But we just concluded the result for one Jordan chain, and so we 
use the induction hypothesis on the remaining k - 1 Jordan chains, and 
Lemma 2 is proved. n 
LEMMA 3. In the canonical pair form of a non-singular pair of T.S. 
matrices S and T, the signs 4 are unique (up to permutations) for each set of 
indices i that are associated with a set of identical Jordan blocks .li of type A 
in the real Jordun normal form of S -‘T. 
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Proof, Assume a given pair S and T is simultaneously congruent to 
S, = diag(eiEi), Tl = diag(e,E,J,) and to S, = diag(aiEi), T, = diag(G,E,J,). Then 
S,- ‘T, = S2- IT, = J, and it follows from the proof of Theorem 1 (second 
paragraph) that diag(e,E,) and diag(&E,) must be congruent by a matrix Y 
that commutes with J, the real Jordan normal form of S -IT. 
The proof of Lemma 1 describes all matrices that commute with a matrix 
in real Jordan normal form. Thus Y, commuting with J, must be composed of 
triangularly striped matrices as described in Lemma 1. Y must also 
be a block diagonal matrix with the same block structure as J= 
diag( C (A,), . . . , C(h,)). Thus to prove Lemma 3 we need only look at the 
diagonal block X of Y that corresponds to an individual Jordan chain C(h) in 
J for hER. 
Assume C(X) = diag(J,, . . . ,_I,), where XER is an eigenvalue of S -‘T. 
Then we have 
X’diag( clE,, . . . , c,,,E,,, )X = diag( 6,E,, . . . , S,E,,, ), (*) 
where X is composed of m2 triangularly striped blocks of type (A) according 
to Lemma 1. 
If X= (Xii) is partitioned conformally with diag(&E,), then the ( j,k)th 
block on the left side of Eq. (*) is ZieiXi;EiXi,. Assume now that dimE, 
. . . = dimE 
;-k+ 1)’ u;p 
for 1< k < r < rn and r - k maximal. Then we look at the 
er right hand corners of the ( i,p)th block in (*) for all 
k < j,p < r. Note that for nonsquare X’ii or Xi, we have that Xi;EiXik has a 
zero first row. If Xii, a triangularly striped matrix, is square and has diagonal 
coefficient @) or is nonsquare and has “first” coefficient ~$01, then we get 
the following equations when comparing the upper right hand corners in all 
co) the ( j,p)th blocks for k < i,p < r in (*): Ci3cii eixii co) = 6. a I n d C i x$?)q xi’) = () for 
i # s. Hence we obtain the matrix identity 
@’ . . . & 
=diag(6,,...,6,). 
diag( ek, . . . , cr) 1. 
$’ . . . x/y 
Thus diag(ek, . . . , cr) and diag( S,, . . . , 8,) have the same inertia (as congruent 
matrices), which was to be proved. Parts of this proof can already be found 
in Trott [12, pp. 37&371]. n W 
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CANONICAL FORM FOR A NONSINGULAR PENCIL 
Let S and T be two singular r.s. matrices that generate a nonsingular 
pencil. 
If S, = S + UT is any nonsingular matrix in P (S, T), we can apply Theorem 
1 to the nonsingular pair S, and T to obtain that S and T are simultaneously 
congruent over R to 
diag( ciEi (Z, - uJi )) and diag( ciEiJi ), 
where the J, are the various Jordan blocks of the real Jordan normal form of 
Si- ‘T, the Z, are identity matrices with dim Zi = dimJi, and the ri, Ei are as in 
Theorem 1. 
Our aim is to show that these two block diagonal matrices can further be 
reduced to a canonical form that-in a sense-is independent of the choice 
of the nonsingular matrix S, in P (S, T). 
THEOREM 2. Let S and T he two singular r.s. matrices such that P (S T) 
contnins (1 nonsingular matrix. Let S, = S + UT he nonsingular and let 
l(l/u,n,)) be the real Jordan normal form of S;‘T. 
The S and T are simult~meously congruent over R to 
diag(6,E,, . . . , 8kEk,8k+1Ek+1’...,SpEp’~~+1Fp+1’...~SmFrn) 
diag(G,EIJ(K,,n,),..., 8kEkJ(~k,~~),$+1Fk+l,...,~~F~,~~+1E~+l,...,6,E,), 
u;here S, = k 1 and ai = 1 if Ai E R. The Ei are matrices of the form 
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I 0 1 0 
with dimZ$=dimF,=q and ~~=&i/(l-ah,). 
The signs Si are uniquely determined for each set of indices i, that is, 
associated with identical Jordan blocks of type A in J. The numbers Si and rci 
are independent of the choice of S,; p --k,m - p > 1. 
Proof. In the proof we use the following lemma, proved 
Theorem 1.81. 
in Uhlig [15, 
LEMMA 4. Let Si, T,, i = 1,2, be two nonsingular pairs of r.s. matrices. 
Let .Z1 and .Jz be the Jordan normal forms of Sr~‘S, and T,‘T,, respectively. 
Zf P (S,, S,) = P (T,, T,), then each full Jordan chain C,(A) in J1 corresponds to 
a conformally partitioned full Jordan chain C,( ZL) in I2 and conversely, such 
that either h, EL are both in R, or X, ZL are both in C - R. 
In [15] it was also shown that if TI = as, + bS,, T, = cS, + dS,, then the 
eigenvalues ZJ. of TIP ‘Tz and X of Sr- ‘S, correspond via the equation ZL = (c + 
dh)(a + bh)-‘. 
For convenience denote J(Ai,ni) by Ii. If Zi - aJi is nonsingular (i.e., if 
1 - aXi ZO), then we apply Theorem 1 to further reduce the nonsingular pair 
S,= eiEi(Zi - a.Zi) and T,,=eiEiJi over R to I$E, and 8iEi.Z(Xi/(1-ahi),ni), 
where Si = 1 if Ai E R and ai = ei sign(1 - ah,) if hi E R, as in the proof of 
Lemma 2. Since J (0, ni) = F,, we need only deal with the Jordan blocks in .Z 
for which 1 - ah, = 0. If l- aXi =O, then l/a is an eigenvalue of S;‘T, and 
while eiEi[Zi-aJ(l/ a, ni)] is singular, the matrix eiEiJ (l/a, ni) is not. In this 
case we look at the nonsingular pair e,E,J(l/ a,n,) and ~~E~[Z~-aJ(l/a,n,)]. 
Theorem 1 reduces this to SiEi and 6,EiJ (0, ni) = SiFi, where 8, = ei sign(a). 
To show the stipulated uniqueness of the Si and K~, let S, = S + bT= S, + 
(b - a) T be another nonsingular matrix. Then by Lemma 4 a Jordan chain 
C(h) in the real Jordan normal form of Si- ‘T corresponds to a chain C ( p) in 
the Jordan form of S,‘T, where p=A/[l+ (b- a)X]. It follows from 
Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 that S, and T are simultaneously congruent to 
diag( ei Ei) and diag( ei EJ (A,)), while S, and T are congruent to diag( ai Ei) and 
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diag( aiEiJ ( pi)) f or some q,ei= k 1. Since S,= S,+(b-a)T, S, and T are 
also simultaneously congruent to diag( ciEi[ Ii + (b - a)_/ (hi) 1) and 
diag(eiEiJ(h,)). Using Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 once again yields that 
S, and T are congruent to diag(eisign(l+ (b- a)h,)E,) and 
diag(ejsign(l+(b--a)Aj)EiJ(pJ). H ence from Lemma 3 we conclude that 
(after a suitable permutation) q = ei sign( 1 + (b - a)h,) for all i. Note that the 
numbers 
I$ = I( ( pii) = -!5- = 
1 - bpi ,l+(b-,,A#-::AJ,l+(b-u)h,l) 
4 4 
= l+(b-a)&-bhi 
= - = K(Ai) 
l-U& 
are independent of S, or S,. Thus S and T are simultaneously congruent to 
and 
diag( 4 sign( 1 - &Ii) Ei, ci sign(+) Fi ) 
diag( ei sign( 1 - uAi) EJ ( K~), 4 sign(Ai) Ej ) 
if we go via S, and T, while going via S, and T we get 
and 
diag( oi sign( 1 - bpJ Ei, ai sign( pi) Fi ) 
But 
diag( q sign( 1 - bpi) EJ ( KJ, ai sign( pi) E1 ). 
Si = q sign( 1 - bpJ 
= q sign( 1 + (b - u)Ai) sign( 1 - ah,) sign( 1 + (b - a)&) 
= ei sign( 1 - aXi) 
and 
4 = ai sign( pj) = ei sign( 1 + (b - u)+) sign(+) sign( 1 + (b - U)‘i) = ci sign(+). 
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Hence the signs Si are uniquely determined as in Theorem 1, and the 8, and 
ki are independent of the choice of a nonsingular matrix S, in P(S, T). In 
particular, the ~~ are the eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem 
TX = pSx. Clearly p - k > 1, since T is singular, and m-p > 1, since S is 
singular. n 
APPLICATIONS 
The canonical pair form is often used when one investigates problems 
that involve two r.s. matrices. If the problems studied are invariant under 
congruences-which they most often are-one can assume that the given 
pair of r.s. matrices is already in canonical pair form, a form that lends itself 
particularly to computations. For various applications see e.g. Uhlig [14-191 
and Dina Ng Ng [21]. In the theory of electrical networks, another pair form 
for nonsingular r-s. matrix pairs occurs: The matrix S is transformed by a real 
congruence to a diagonal matrix with entries + 1, while T is simultaneously 
transformed to a matrix of the same block diagonal structure as the matrix 
diag(e,E,J,) of Theorem 1. With the notation of Theorem 1, the congruence 
transform of diag( 5EJ to diag( +- 1) can be achieved by M = diag( Mi), where 







where the center block of M, is 





-i 1 v5 I * _I’ 
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while Mi = (1) if dimM, = 1. See, e.g., Belevitch and Genin [22, 231. More- 
over, they discuss [22, Chapter 5; 23, Chapter 81 how to obtain sparser 
matrices than M’ diag(eiEiJ,)M by a real congruence transformation of 2’ 
that leaves diag( + 1) . mvariant for better electrical applications. 
The work on nonsingular pairs was originally done in the first chapter of 
my thesis at the California Institute of Technology under the guidance of 
Professor Olga Taussky-Todd. 
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